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ART

Year 9 Cells

Using cells as a starting point you will explore pattern, design and
composition in nature. Using the Art GCSE format, you will refine your key
skills and develop an understanding of the marking criteria.
Key words : Composition, cellular, microscopic, creative process, ,mediums,
blend, gradient, collage, mixed media, tone, harmonious, complementary.

Artist: Karen Kamenetzky creates
fibre wall hangings inspired by
microscopic/cellular imagery.

KEY SKILLS:
ü Refined pencil work A03
ü Coloured pencil blending
A03
ü Ink A02
ü Collage and mixed media
A02
ü Artist research A01
ü Independent
experimentation A02

Artist Klari Reis uses the
tools and techniques of
science in her creative
process.

ü Recap colour theory
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ART - 3D

In 3D Design you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%
Draw
•

Record ideas, observations and insights
relevant to intentions as work
progresses.

Fill in the gap

Experiment
•

Research

Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting
and experimenting with appropriate
media, materials, techniques and
processes.

Experiment with paper

•

Develop ideas through investigations,
demonstrating critical understanding of
sources

Final Outcome
•

Present a personal and meaningful
response that realises intentions and
demonstrates understanding of visual
language.

Research: Heather Knight

Techniques
to try at
home:

Heather Knight is a ceramic artist.

Her handmade porcelain work is widely
recognized for its striking combination of
modern textures, patterns and shapes
inspired by nature

For our final
piece, we will
be making a
clay tile.

What is
clay?

On your homework sheet, draw what you
think should go in the space.
Literal or abstract
You can
continue the
drawing as
you think it
would really
look (literal),
or you can
use shapes
and patterns
from other
cells to make
your work
more
abstract.

A stiff, sticky fine-grained earth that can be
moulded when wet, and is dried and baked
into brick, ceramics and pottery.

Tear

What is
a kiln?

Roll

A furnace or oven for burning, baking, or
drying, especially one for firing pottery.
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ART - PHOTOGRAPHY
Marcel Christ

Photography Xtra - Cells
Kaleidoscope Photography

The Exposure Triangle

Download the app ‘Kaleidoscope Photography’
to create your own kaleidoscope photographs!
(See example below)

Still-life photographer Marcel Christ uses oil, inks and water to
create these surreal photographs.

Joni Niemelä

Skills that will be learnt in the topic:
•
•
•
Joni Niemelä is a fine art, nature photographer who uses macro
photography to capture nature’s little details that normally go
unnoticed.

•
•
•

How to handle a DLSR camera.
The exposure triangle.
How to use a Macro lens and change
camera lenses.
Uploading photographs to desktop.
Editing photographs in Photoshop.
Consider the composition of
photographs.
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Keywords
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macro
Surreal
Still-Life
Aperture
Shutter Speed
ISO
Rule of Thirds
Leading Lines
Composition
DSLR

Free Editing Apps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kaleidoscope
Photography
VSCO
Pixlr
Prisma
Snapseed
Canva
Photopea
Fotor
Befunky
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ART - TEXTILES
Textiles Unit Cells
ARTISTS
Bruce Riley
creates his
artwork
using resin.

Close-up of example of embroidery Research
Techniques used in this topic.
Have a look on the internet typing in
these key words/sentences:
Petri dishes art
Cell and bacteria drawings
Cell and bacteria textiles
Tie Dye techniques
Under the microscope

Tie Dye
Justyna Wotodkiewicz
Is a textile artist who
creates 3d
embroideries.

Skills that will be learnt in the topic:
•Design a composition looking at images
of cells.
•Tie Dye
•Select appropriate fabric and to cut into
the desired shape.
•Hand embroidery – running stitch,
backstitch and whipping.
•Applique (sewing or bonding fabric to
fabric).
•Embellishment – adding buttons and
beads.
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BUSINESS
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COMPUTING

Von Neumann Architecture

Keywords
Avatar

An icon or figure in a digital setting which is meant to represent you.

Persona

How your character is presented to others.

Bias

Due to your beliefs, your opinion is swayed to one side.

Opinion

What you think. Its not always the truth or a fact.

Social Engineering

Ways in which someone can commit cyber crime. These include phishing and fraud.

Hardware

The physical components of a computer. Such as a monitor or CPU.

Software

The non-physical components of a computer. Such as an app, game or program.

USP

Unique Selling Point – what makes a product or service different.

Genre

A style or category. In this context, the type of computer game, such as sport or RPG.

Social Engineering Scenarios

Narrative

The storyline. This is an important gaming element.

Mood board

Contains many different images in a collage style. Used as a design tool to generate ideas.

Client Requirement

What the client (customer) wants you to make or do when they pay you for a product or service.

Design Constraint

Things that you can not do or make due to restrictions on a product, environment or personnel.

DPI

Dots per Inch. It’s a measurement of the print quality or image quality.

Annotation

Labelling. You will be expected to label your work to explain why you have done things.

Cache

Temporary memory in the processor.

Von Neumann
Architecture

How the fetch, decode and execute works in a computer system.

Optical

Uses lasers to read data. Such as Blu-rays, DVD’s and CD-ROM’s.

SSD

Solid State Drive. It is a type of storage device which has no moving parts.

Sequence

The order in which something is programmed. It must be follow the correct order to work correctly.

Iteration

Sometimes we need to repeat code (loop). There are two types: count controlled and condition controlled.

Flow chart

This uses symbols and words to show an algorithm in a visual manner.

Pseudo code

This is design for code. It is not actual code and will not run. Programmers use this to generate ideas.

Success Criteria

When you evaluate a product you use success criteria, in relation to client requirements, to state whether it is
successful or not.

8

Types of Storage Devices
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ENGLISH
Dystopian Fiction

Palpable

A sense or a feeling so
strong that it is almost
touchable/tangible.

Callous

Cruel

Distorted

Giving a misleading or
false account or
impression;
misrepresented

Destitute

Extremely poor and
lacking the means to
support yourself.

Pummelled

To hit, beat or strike
continuously.

Enslave

To make someone a
slave.

Ravaged

To cause an extreme
damage to.

Forbidding

Unfriendly or threatening
in appearance.

Symbol

A thing that represents
or stands for something
else

Futuristic

Having or involving very
modern technology or
design

Solemnity

The state or quality of
being extremely
serious.

Totalitarianism

a system of
government that is
ran by a dictator and
requires its people to
comply and do
exactly as they say.

Hierarchy

a ranking system according
to importance/status

Hostile

Showing or feeling
opposition or dislike;
unfriendly

Inequality

A difference in size, shape
etc. A lack of equality.

Obliterated

Destroy/utterly wipe
out

Oppression

Prolonged cruel or unjust
treatment or exercise of
authority

Don’t forget
to
punctuate!

Ubiquitous

Seen everywhere.

Usurp

To take a position of
power or importance
illegally or by force.

Omni-present

Present
everywhere all of the
time.

Writing to argue/persuade:

Anecdote- a relatable story.
Statistics- numbers/percentages to support your point.
Alliteration- repeated sounds
Direct address- talking explicitly to your audience
Facts
Opinions
Rhetorical Question- asking a question to make the listener think.
Repetition- repeated phrases or words to make it memorable.
Emotive language- prompting feeling
Similes- comparing two things using ‘like’ or ‘as’
Triples- list of 3 adjectives

Descriptive writing:
Remember to vary your sentence starters: ISPACE
-ing words (Running, Rushing, Strolling)
Similes (Like a raging lion…)
Preposition (Over the mountain, on, next to)
Adverbs (Quickly, Nervously, Cautiously)
Connectives (Despite that, However)
-ed words (Tired, Annoyed, Frustrated)

Dystopian fiction conventions
Protagonist: Often feels trapped and is struggling to
escape. • Questions the existing social and political
systems and attempts to rebel but in a way that is still
morally acceptable • Believes or feels that something is
terribly wrong with the society in which he or she lives.
• Lacks the selfish nature of those in charge
Setting: Futuristic, industrial cities • Destroyed natural
habitat with little connection to nature • High levels of
surveillance • Environments and weather that creates a
strong sense of oppression or constraint
Features of the genre: Propaganda is used to control
the citizens of society. • Information, independent
thought and freedom are restricted. • A leader/concept
is worshipped by the citizens of the society. • Citizens
have a fear of the outside world. • Citizens live in a
dehumanized state. • Citizens conform to uniform
expectations. Individuality and dissent are bad. • The
society is an illusion of a perfect utopian world.

The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins.

Panem is split up into 12 districts. Each year, every district is forced to randomly choose two tributes--one girl and one boy--to fight in the annual
Hunger Games. A fight to the death on live television. Katniss Everdeen takes her sister's place when she is called to be the tribute of the 74th annual
Hunger Games.

1984 by George
Orwell.

Winston Smith is a member of the Outer Party. He works in the Records Department in the Ministry of Truth, rewriting and distorting history. To
escape Big Brother's tyranny, at least inside his own mind, Winston begins a diary — an act punishable by death

Animal Farm by
George Orwell

A group of animals seize control of a farm after theire fed up of being exploited by their tyrant farmer. Things are good for a while until Napoleon
seizes power by force and ends up exploiting the animals just as Farmer Jones had done.

Fahrenheit 451 by
Ray Bradbury

A frightening vision of the future, where firemen don't put out fires--they start them in order to burn books. Bradbury's vividly painted society holds
up the appearance of happiness as the highest goal--a place where trivial information is good, and knowledge and ideas are bad.
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The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.

FOOD

FOOD – Part 1
3 R’s

Sustainability
Sustainability is the ability to produce something without excessive
damage to the environment.
• Animal farming produces 18% of all the greenhouse gases in the world.
Combined transport is 13%
• 80% of all the water used in the Europe is for animal farming.
• It takes 11,250 litres of water to produce a 450g of beef – that’s 2,812
litres per burger.
• Livestock account for 1/3 of the Earths landmass

•

Production methods and rearing of poultry
One off / custom made
Items are made individually and
each item is finished before the
next one is started.

Flow production
Identical, standardised items are
produced on an assembly line.
•

Batch production
Groups of items are made
together. Each batch is finished
before starting the next block of
goods.

Caged

Free range

Organic

We throw away 30 million tonnes of rubbish every year!
However most of this waste could be avoided if we RECYCLED
Reduce Food Waste
• Rotate stock to avoid food going out of date: First In First Out
• Only buy food that is needed.
• Prepare the correct amount of food for a recipe.
• Use accurate portion control.
• Provide a choice of portion sizes.
Recycling is when a
product is broken
down into materials
that can be used to
make something
new.
Something is
recyclable if it is
made up of materials
that can be
recycled.

Reuse old products.
• Glass bottles can be washed
and reused.
• Plastic containers can be
washed and reused.
• Large containers can be
used for storage.
Reuse leftover food
• E.g. cooked potatoes in
potato salad or chicken in a
risotto.

Square ham:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zp8fb9q

Advantages to the
customer

Disadvantages to the
customer

Cheaper as can raise
more in a smaller space

The yolks contain less of
the antioxidants that
maintain good eyes

Varied diet as they can
graze which improves
flavour

More expensive as they
need more space

3: What does tumbling do to the meat?

Do not contain any
chemicals in their food

They don’t contain any
preservatives so, they have
shorter storage life and
tend to spoil faster.

5: What has Jimmy not done right in his final square ham?

1: What are the three most familiar ingredients in the ham?
2: How is the water added?

4: What liquid is the meat cooked in?

10
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FOOD

FOOD – Part 2

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS – SPRING TERM 2020

Garnish

Functions of ingredients in pastry making
4 main types:
q Flaky / Puff
q Choux
q Shortcrust
q Suet

Flour
q Forms the structure of the pastry
q Dextrinisation occurs when the starch is
converted into sugar. It then caramelises

Salt
q Adds flavour

Fat
q ‘Shortens’ the product as it coats the flour and
stops water being absorbed so long gluten
strands do not form
q Lard or solid vegetable oil are best for
shortening but margarine and butter give a
better taste (that’s why a combination is used)
Water
q Binds ingredients together
q Forms the structure

Garnishes are a decoration for food, they make it look more
attractive to eat, they can sometimes be trimmings served with a
main item. Simple garnish usually involves only one or two basic
ingredients that improve the presentation of the dish such as
feathering.

Street food
Food trends are widespread changes in food preferences.
Sold by vendors and peddlers, street food is the ready to eat
food or drink sold on the street and in public spaces such as
festivals. Vendors usually use portable booth, food cart or truck to
sale the food items.
The chief characteristics of street food is that street foods are
reasonably priced and flavored and easily available.

Factors affecting food choice
Religion

Dietary requirements

Muslims

Do not eat pork, they believe pigs are unclean
animals. Meat has to be Halal (slaughtered in a
way according to their custom.) They do not eat
shellfish or drink alcohol.

Hindus

Do not eat beef (they believe the cow is a sacred
animal). Many are vegan, but some do eat lamb
poultry or fish.

Sikhs

Sikhs do not believe in ritual killing and are told to
refrain from eating meat (halal and kosher) killed
by such rites.

Jews

(Kosher) Do not eat pork bacon or ham, shellfish or
eels. Diary products must never be eaten with
meat. They usually only eat milk at breakfast.

Rastafarian

Do not eat any processed food, drink alcohol tea
or coffee.

Allergies occur when the body's
immune system reacts to a particular
substance as though it's harmful.
Common symptoms of an allergic
reaction include:
•
sneezing and an itchy, runny or
blocked nose (allergic rhinitis)
•
itchy, red, watering eyes
(conjunctivitis)
•
wheezing, chest tightness,
shortness of breath and a cough
•
a raised, itchy, red rash (hives)
•
swollen lips, tongue, eyes or face
•
tummy pain, feeling sick, vomiting
or diarrhoea
•
dry, red and cracked skin
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http://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=3kSwi0OWSaE&safe=a
ctive
Living with severe allergies
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GEOGRAPHY

Geography
YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – SPRING TERM 1 2020

Key concepts:
Location of key biomes.
Ecosystem – a community of
living organisms (plants and
animals) interacting with their
environment.
Biome – a large scale
ecosystem.
Equator – the invisible line that
runs around the centre of the
earth, at 0° latitude.
Adaptations – the process of
change by which an organism
or species becomes better
suited to its environment.
Key Terms

Meaning

Location of the rainforests

Tropical rainforests are found between the Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn, 23.5° north and south of the equator .

Rainforest animal adaptions

Many animals have adapted to the unique conditions of the
tropical rainforests. The sloth uses camouflage and moves very
slowly to make it difficult for predators to spot. The spider
monkey has long, strong limbs to help it to climb through the
rainforest trees.

Rainforest plant adaptions

Impacts of deforestation

Desertification

Rainforest plants have developed adaptations that help them
to thrive. For example, some plants in soil that is low in
nutrients have adapted to eat meat.
Forest habitats are destroyed. soil erosion increases, causing
barren land , flooding and land slides. air pollution is caused
when trees are burned after felling.
The process by which fertile land becomes desert, typically as
a result of drought, deforestation, or inappropriate
agriculture.
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Key Terms

Meaning

Location of deserts

Deserts are dry or arid areas that receive less than 250 mm of rain each year.
Deserts can be hot or cold. Most hot deserts are found between 15-30° north
and south of the equator.

Impacts of
desertification

Desertification affects topsoil, groundwater reserves, surface runoff, human,
animal, and plant populations. Water scarcity in drylands limits the
production of wood, crops.

Desert plant adaptions

Desert plants have developed three main adaptive strategies: succulence,
drought tolerance and drought avoidance.

Desert animal adaptions

Nocturnal desert animals keep cool by being active at night, whereas some
other desert animals get away from the sun's heat by digging underground
burrows. Other common adaptations seen in desert animals include big ears,
light-coloured coats, humps to store fat, and adaptations that help conserve
water.
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HISTORY

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS – Spring 1 2020
HISTORY
Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.

SAAM:
Say Reason
Add knowledge
Add knowledge
Magic sentence

Key terms

Meaning

Reparations

The action of paying for someone you have
wronged.

Fascism

A governmental system led by a dictator having
complete power, forcibly suppressing opposition and
criticism

Key people

Union of Austria and Germany in 1938.

Neville Chamberlain

Anschluss
Appeasement

Blitzkrieg

Warmongering

British policy of allowing the Nazis to go back on
certain elements of the Treaty of Versailles to stop
war.
Military tactic used by Germany to quickly invade
Europe in 1940.

Source Routine:
What does the source suggest?
How do you know?
What do you know?

One person fully controlling a country.

Remilitarisation

The building of an army.

1919– Signing of the
Treaty of Versailles.

1933- Hitler becomes
Chancellor of Germany.

British Prime
Minister until May
1940. Followed
policy of
appeasement.

Winston Churchill

British Prime
Minister for the
rest of WW2.

Adolf Hitler

Leader of the
Nazi Party and
Chancellor of
Germany.

Encouragement or wanting to be aggressive
towards other countries or groups.

Dictator

Knowledge concept Key words:
Revolution: a complete change
Communism: A method of government that aims to spread wealth
evenly.
Fascism: A governmental system led by a dictator having complete
power, forcibly suppressing opposition and criticism

Joseph Stalin

Leader of the
U.S.S.R (Russia)

1938- Anschluss between Austria and
Germany.
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Key terms

Meaning

British Expeditionary
Force

The home-based British army forces that
went to northern France at the start of World
Wars I and II in order to support the left wing of
the French armies.

Maginot Line

A military line in which the French built
defenses to protect them from the
Germans after WW1.

Operation Sealion

Nazi Germany's code name for the plan for an
invasion of the United Kingdom during the
Battle of Britain in the Second World War.

Total War

Warfare focused on forcing the enemy to
use up their men and resources until
they can no longer fight.

Morale

The confidence, enthusiasm, and discipline
of a person or group at a particular time

National Health
Service

Free health care for citizens of Great
Britain. Formed in 1946.

Extremism

The holding of radical political or
religious views.

1939- Start of WW2

Sept 1940- Operation Sealion
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HISTORY

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS – Spring 2 2020

Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.
Key terms

Meaning

Narrative

The spoken or written account of events.

Traditions

A tradition is a belief or behaviour passed down within a
group or society with symbolic meaning or special
significance with origins in the past.

Yiddish

Common language spoken by many Jewish communities
in the central and eastern part of Europe.

Orthodox

Knowledge concept Key words:
Revolution: a complete change
Communism: A method of government that aims to spread wealth
evenly.
Fascism: A governmental system led by a dictator having complete
power, forcibly suppressing opposition and criticism

SAAM:
Say Reason
Add knowledge
Add knowledge
Magic sentence
Source Routine:
What does the source suggest?
How do you know?
What do you know?

Key people
Henryk Ross

Photographer who
captured life in the
Warsaw Ghetto.

Someone following something strictly.
Leon Greenman

Campaigner for human
rights and speaker on
his own experiences
during the Holocaust.

Shabbat

A traditional Jewish meal which takes place on
Friday night.

Antisemitism

Prejudice against the idea of the Jewish “race”.
There is no such thing as a Jewish race.

Nicolas Winton

Led on the rescue of
10,000 Jewish children
from Germany in 1938.

Anti- Judaism

Prejudice against the Jewish religion. This typically
occurred in the medieval era.

Reinhard
Heydrich

Persecuted

A type of government that is designed to create and
share wealth.

In German high
command. In charge of
the plan to exterminate
Polish Jews.

1933- Hitler becomes
Chancellor of Germany.

1935- Nuremberg Laws
introduced.

1938- Kristallnacht (Night of the
broken glass.)
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Key terms

Meaning

Nuremberg Laws

Laws introduced by the Nazi regime to restrict
the rights and influence of the Jewish
community. This included removing German
citizenship amongst limiting where they could
work.

Kristallnacht

Night of the broken glass. First instance of the
Nazi government allowing and not punishing
violence towards Jews. Over 91 Jews died.

Eugenics

The idea that humans are made up of races
and some are more advanced than others. This
is totally untrue. This idea is used to explain
prejudice and inequality during this period.

Operation Reinhard

Plan to exterminate the 3.3. million Jews
from Poland.

Ghettos

An isolated or segregated area of a city
formed to home the Jewish community that
were forced out of their homes.

Turning Point

A change that is irreversible.

Extremism

The holding of radical political or religious views.

1st September 1939- WW2 begins

October 1941- Operation Reinhard
start date.
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MATHS

Reasoning with Number

Numbers
Type of Number

Definition

Integer

All whole numbers and their
negative counterparts

Rational

Can be written as the ratio of
two whole numbers

Irrational

Cannot be written as the ratio of
two whole numbers

Real

Examples

Any value on the number line

…−3, −2, −1,0,1,2, …
1
3

2 , , 0.25 , 0. 6ሶ , 36

10 , 𝜋𝜋 , 𝑒𝑒

Includes all of the
above

Each whole number is the unique product of its prime factors.
Placing prime factors into a Venn diagram helps us to work out the
highest common factor and lowest common multiple.

𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔 = 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟑𝟑 × 𝟓𝟓

3

2

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 = 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟓𝟓 × 𝟕𝟕

2
2
7
5

60 and 280 have the prime factors 2,2 and 5
in common. This is known as the intersection.
The highest common factor is the product of
the numbers in the intersection.
HCF = 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟓𝟓 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

The Venn diagram shows all the factors present.
This is known as the union.
The lowest common multiple is the product of
all of the numbers within the two circles.
𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 = 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟐𝟐 × 𝟑𝟑 × 𝟓𝟓 × 𝟕𝟕 = 𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖

Percentages

To turn a percentage
into a multiplier,
divide it by 100.

Percentage

÷ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

Multiplier

Multipliers enable us to efficiently find a percentage
of an amount or enact percentage change.
160 × 0.45 = £72
Find 45% of £160
Increase £160 by 8%
100% + 8% = 108% 160 × 1.08 = £172.80
Decrease £160 by 15%
100% - 15% = 85%
160 × 0.85 = £136

Reverse Percentages

%

Multiplier

100%

1

75%

0.75

50%

0.5

8%

0.08

3.4%

0.034

0.2%

0.002

142%

1.42

300%

3

Multipliers also help to ‘undo’ percentage changes which have already taken
place. We reverse the process to find the original amount (100%) using division.
In a 25% off sale, a T-shirt costs £18. How much did it originally cost?
Calculator Method
100% - 25% = 75%
18 ÷ 0.75 = £24

Financial Maths

Original price 100% = ?
Sale price 75% = £18

25% off

Non-Calculator Method
£18 ÷ 3 = £6 (25%)
£6 × 4 = £24 (100%)

Balance

The amount of money saved or owed at that moment

Compound Interest

Interest applied as a percentage of the current balance

Per annum

Annually. Each year (at the same point).

Value Added Tax (VAT)

Tax applied to the majority of goods and services in the UK,
which goes to the government. VAT is currently 20%.

Income Tax

Tax applied to all money earnt by people in the UK. It is
progressive: the % increases the more you earn.

£500 is invested in savings account earning 4% compound interest per annum.
What is the balance of the savings account after 3 years?

A 4% increase means 100% + 4% = 104% per annum. 500 × 1.043 = £562.43

15
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MLF - MANDARIN

Places, Directions, Home, Weekend Plans
Places

Weekend plans

公园

gōng yuán

park

运动中心

yùn dòng zhōng xīn

sports centre

电影院

diàn yǐng yuàn

cinema

图书馆

tú shū guǎn

火车站

周末
要

zhōu mò

library

常常

cháng cháng

often

huǒ chē zhàn

train station

来

lái

to come

商店

shāng diàn

shop

有意思

yǒu yì si

interesting

银行

yín háng

bank

好玩儿

Hǎo wáner

fun

邮局

yóu jú

post office

上个

shàng gè

last

下个

xià gè

next

这

Zhè

this

那

nà

that

这个电影很有
意思

zhè gè diàn yǐng
hěn yǒu yì si

那只猫很好玩
儿

nà zhī māo hěn hǎo
wán er

That cat is funny.

见面

jiàn miàn

To meet up

Home
客厅

kè tīng

Living room

饭厅

fàn tīng

Dining room

厨房

chú fáng

kitchen

厕所

Cè suǒ

toilet

浴室

Yù shì

bathroom

书房

shū fáng

study

卧室

Wò shì

花园

huā yuán

garden

房子

fáng zi

house

比

bǐ

compare

厨房比客厅大

chú fang bǐ kè tīng dà

Kitchen is bigger that living room.

多

duō

少
花园里有很多花。

bedroom

Yào

weekend
further time marker

This film is interesting.

前边

Directions
qián biān

front

many

后边

hòu biān

back

shǎo

fewer

左边

zuǒ biān

left

huā yuan lǐ yǒu hěn duō huā

There are lots of flowers in the
garden.

右边

yòu biān

right

对面

duì miàn

opposite

旁边

páng biān

next to
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MLF - SPANISH
SPANISH VERDE ORIÉNTATE
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MLF - SPANISH
SPANISH ROJO ORIÉNTATE
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MUSIC

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS – 2020/2021

Band Skills: Industry
Keywords:
Strum: To strum is to use your thumb or fingers to pluck all of the strings on your ukulele/guitar at the same time.
Tune: In order for our instrument to sound at it’s best, and the same as everyone else, we tune it to it’s set of notes with a tuner, or by ear. For ukuleles, we tune the strings from top to bottom: G C E A.
Chord: A chord is usually three or more notes, played together at the same time, as a basis of harmony.
Rhythm: Rhythm is what makes music move and flow. Rhythm is made up of sounds and silences. These sounds and silences are put together to form patterns of sound, which are repeated to create
rhythm.
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat. You can count how many beats are in a minute to determine the BPM (beats per minute), to measure the speed of the pulse.
Timing: Timing is all about being synchronised with the music or others around you. The ability to keep time is dependent on your internal pulse and listening.
Critical Listening: Critical listening Is listening with intent and purpose, musically analysing the components of a piece.
Promotor: Both performer- and venue-specific music promoters organize, market and help manage live music events. Music promoters might facilitate communication between singers
and band members and the media. Sometimes, promoters market current or new recordings and supervise publicity on behalf of a band or venue.
Ensemble: a group of musicians, actors, or dancers who perform together.

Kick
Hi Hat

Snare

Hi Hat

Snare
Kick
19
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PE

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS
PE

Badminton

Officiating & Leadership
Umpire - The ‘main judge’ for the badminton game. The umpire is the person ensuring that the
badminton game is run smoothly and prevent any players from delaying the game play by
enforcing the laws of the game and imposing penalties.
Service Judge: The service judge is responsible in making a ‘service fault’ call and to provide
shuttles to the players
Line Judges: Line judges sit beside the badminton court (right in front of every in/out lines) to
determine whether the shuttle is inside or outside the boundaries of the court.
Tactics and strategies
Attacking
There are many attacking strategies used in badminton to outwit the opponent. These mainly
depend on the type of shot you use for example a smash shot or a disguised shot. Attacking
strategies in badminton also depend on where the shuttle is aimed on the opponents court
(space as far away from opponent as possible)
Defending
when defending in badminton it is important to ensure you are playing shots to give you more
time to get into an ideal position on the court. An example would be the overhead clear as it
played from the back of the court. The drive shot or the net shot.

Hockey

Leadership
Have the commitment from each team member
For a group of people to function as a productive hockey team, there has to be a
commitment from each player to the team. This can be the fall of many team projects
when there is a lack of commitment.
Work as a team, play as a team
You can tell when teams have spent time together both in a working and social
environment. Successful hockey teams can anticipate what others will do and how they
will respond. This can only happen by being together
Dynamic Tactics
Most decisions in hockey are made in an unstable, ever-changing environment –
therefore developing a skilset and knowledge base from which to best respond to
different situations is very important.
The first step towards making good tactical decisions is to recognise and understand the
scenario in front of you

Football

Officiating & Leadership
Referee - The referee enforces the laws of the game, awarding free-kicks if there is any foul play
and keeping a check on the time. The ref can also postpone, stop, suspend or call off a match if
there are weather or crowd problems.
Assistant referee or Linesman - The assistant referee helps out with decisions such as throw-ins
when the ball has gone out of play and offsides as sometimes they will have a better view of
incidents than the main referee.
Fourth official - The fourth official is based on the touchline, assisting with substitutions and
keeping a check on the managers
Tactics and strategies
Attacking
There are many attacking strategies used in football to outwit the opponent. Some examples of
these are high press formation, counter attacks, overlaps, in behind a defender. You will have an
opportunity to take a lead on one of these tactics.
Defending
Most defending strategies used in football focus on manipulating formations. These can include
having a highline defence, a deep back line or additional defenders.
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PERFORMING ARTS
PERFORMING ARTS

STANISLAVSKI – METHOD ACTING
(NATURALISTIC)

ARTAUD – THEATRE OF THE
CRUELTY (NON-NATURALISTIC)

BRECHT – EPIC THEATRE
(NON-NATURALISTIC)

q Everyday conversations and
style of speaking
q Ordinary/real people
q Rehearsed acting style that
creates or confirms the
impression of reality
q A carefully selected
representation of real life
that is theatrically effective
q Method of physical actions
q Given circumstance
q Real settings/scenarios
q Realism
q Subtext
q Magic If

q Non-verbal communication
q Creating a dream like world
q Deliberate cruelty - attack
on the emotions.
q Emotional impact
q Audience participation
q Attacking the senses
q Energy and commitment
q Striking costumes
q Symbolic objects
q Sound effects
q No scenery
q Immersive
q Movement
q Gesture
q Dance
q Music
q Ritual
q Masks

q
q
q
q
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q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Verfremdungseffekt
Break the fourth wall
Out of role/ 3rd person
Speaking the stage
directions
Minimal set/costume/props
Direct address
Symbolic props
Multi-roling
Split-role
Placards
Narration
Lighting
Montage
Spass
Gestus
Episodic
Non- linear
Fractured narrative
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SCIENCE

YEAR 9 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS – Spring 1 2020
SCIENCE

Atoms, Elements, Compounds and the Periodic Table
Atoms
Separation techniques

Know the facts - Structure of the Atom
Atoms

These particles making up everything. Subatomic particles called protons and neutrons are
found in the nucleus and the electrons are found in the shells that surround the nucleus

1

Soluble

A substance that can be dissolved. E.g. Sugar.

2

Insoluble

A substance that can’t dissolve. E.g. Sand.

Protons

Positively charged subatomic particles. They are found in the nucleus of the atom and have a
relative atomic mass of 1.

3

Solution

The mixture formed when a soluble substance is dissolved.

Neutrons

Neutral subatomic particles. They are found in the nucleus of the atom along with protons
and have a relative atomic mass of 1.

4

Solvent

The liquid that the substance has dissolved in. E.g. Water.

Negatively charged subatomic particles. They are found in energy levels (shells) orbiting the
nucleus of the atom. Their relative atomic mass is almost zero.

5

Solute

The dissolved solid in a solution. E.g. Sugar.

Electrons

6

Filtration

The method for separating an insoluble solid from a liquid.

Elements

Substances that are made up of only one type of atom.

Compound

Substances made of two or more type of atom chemically bonded together.

7

Evaporation

The method for separating an soluble solid from a liquid.

Know the facts – Periodic Table 2

The Periodic
table

Know the facts - Periodic table 1
A list of all the known elements arranged by increasing atomic
number. The rows are called periods and the columns are called
groups.

1

Group 1Alkali metals

Group 1 in the Periodic table is also known as the Alkali metals. They are highly
reactive, especially with water, where they release hydrogen gas.
As you go down the group, they become more reactive.

2

Group 7

The halogens. Non-metals that become less reactive as you go down group.

3

Group 0

The noble gases. Unreactive gases.

4

Compound

Two or more elements chemically combined together – not listed in the periodic table

5

Metals

Majority of elements are metals. They are found on the left hand side of the periodic
table.

Atomic number

The number of protons in one atom of the element. In an atom,
this is also the number of electrons.

Atomic mass

The number of protons plus neutrons in one atom of the
element.

6

Non-metals

Not very dense materials which are poor conductors of heat and electricity. Nonmetals are found on the right of the table

Group

The columns in the periodic table

7

Alloy

A mixture of a metal and at least one other element

Period

The rows in the periodic table

Transition
Metals

The transition metals are the block of elements located between group 2 and group 3
of the periodic table.
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Year 9 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser
Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

Week Beginning

2nd Nov ‘20

9th Nov ‘20

16th Nov ‘20

23rd Nov ‘20

30th Nov ‘20

7th Dec ‘20

14th Dec ‘20

Art
Art – 3D
Art - Photography
Art - Textiles
Business
Computing
Drama
English
Food
Geography
History
Maths
MFL - Mandarin
MFL -Spanish
Music
PE
Science
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:
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